(1921)
MY DREAM OF HEAVEN AND YOU

Piano
Flute
B-flat Clarinet
B-flat Cornet
Trombone
1st Violin
2nd Violin
Viola
Cello
Bass
Drums

Notes
Piano may be played as a solo. The part includes the lyrics.
2nd Violin and Viola are divisi.
Parts have the unclear instruction at bottom of each page: “Now play other side.”
This instruction might be a reference to other parts, such as Clarinet and Cornet,
having different notes to play on the repeat of the Chorus.
Drums includes Bells, although part does not list them.

Lyrics
Last night I dreamed sweetheart of you
Of days so dear to me,
Not long ago you loved me so
It’s your sweet face I can see.

Chorus
I dreamed of a dear little cottage
Of a baby you and I
It seemed dear that we were in heaven
Far beyond the pale blue sky
My happiness then was over
When I found it all untrue
’Twas only a dream of a Perfect Day
My dream of heaven and you.
My Dream Of Heaven And You
(F Orig.)

Piano

H.G. SCHOENLAUB &
CLIFFORD E. SLIDER

INTRO.
Moderato

VOICE
Last night I dreamed sweet-heart of you

Of days so dear to me,
Not long ago

you loved me so
It's your sweet face I can see.

Now play other side
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CHORUS

dreamed of a dear little cottage
Of a baby you and

It seemed dear that we were in heaven
Far beyond the pale blue sky
My happiness then was over

When I found it all untrue
'Twas only a dream of a perfect day
My dream of heaven and you. I love you
My Dream Of Heaven And You
(F Orig.)

H.G. SCHOENLAUB & CLIFFORD E. SLIDER

Flute

INTRO.
Moderato

VOICE

CHORUS
a tempo

rit.

Now play other side
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H. G. Schoenlaub &
Clifford E. Slider

Bb Clarinet

INTRO.

Moderato

VOICE

CHORUS

Cl. play harmony if Cor. plays melody.
a tempo

Harmony 2nd time Cl.

rit.

Now play other side
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B♭ Cornet

H. G. SCHOENLAUB & CLIFFORD E. SLIDER

INTRO.
Moderato
Cor. Solo

VOICE
Let Cl. play melody, Cor. harmony

CHORUS
a tempo
Cor. can play melody on ff choruses

N. B. Don't both play melody.
Let Cor. & Cl. divide part.

Now play other side
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H.G. SCHOENLAUB &
CLIFFORD E. SLIDER

Trombone

INTRO.
Moderato

CHORUS
a tempo

Now play other side
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1st Violin

H. G. SCHOENLAB &
CLIFFORD E. SLIDER

INTRO.
Moderato

VOICE

CHORUS
a tempo
2nd time 8va

Now play other side
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2d Violin

INTRO.
Moderato

VOICE

CHORUS
a tempo

Now play other side
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Viola

H.G. SCHÖENLAB & CLIFFORD E. SLIDER

INTRO.

Moderato

VOICE

CHORUS

a tempo

rit.
My Dream Of Heaven And You
(F Orig.)
Cello

H. G. SCHOENLAUB &
CLIFFORD E. SLIDER

INTRO.
Moderato

VOICE

CHORUS
a tempo

rit.

Now play other side
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H.G. SCHOENLAUB & CLIFFORD E. SLIDER

INTRO.
Moderato

VOICE

CHORUS
a tempo

Now play other side
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Drums

INTRO.
Moderato

H.G. SCHOENLAUB &
CLIFFORD E. SLIDER

Now play other side
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WALTZ

Featured by
"GOODY" HOLDEN
AND HIS
ORCHESTRA
CHICAGO

Words by
HARRY SCHOENLAUB

Music by
CLIFFORD E. SLIDER

IMPORTANT NOTICE

This Song Is Free From All Tax

We, the publishers, want you to broadcast it, play it, sing it, or use it at any public performance that you desire. In fact, the more you use it the better we like it.

Yours truly,

COHN & COHN
Music Publishers
659 Western Parkway
Louisville, Ky.

FOR QUICK SERVICE
2239 Charlestown Road
New Albany, Ind.